RC MODELL CLUB Prague 4
You are all invited to the third edition series

RC MODELL ECO MINI CUP 2014.
This is a one-day series of competitions for Class ECO MINI EXPERT, ECO MINI
STANDARD and ECO EXPERT.
If you want to expereince a great surge of competition runs all done in one day, you should do
nothing but sign up, arrive in a good mood and with your prepared ship. It does not take any
license or membership in any associaton of RC models to participate!
Dates of the competitions: 24.5. Sedlejov, 21.6. Praha, 20.9. Praha
Venue:
Water sheet Sedlejov
GPS:
Water sheet Košík, Prague 4, GPS: 50°2'30.532"N, 14°30'27.218"E
Time format race:

7.30 to 9.00 presentation and training
9.30 to 13.00 qualification race
13.30 to 17.30 the final drive and ECO M Team

Scoring:
There are 2 best placements to be weighted out of the total of 3. Should there be a
tie, the 3 outcome will determine the winner. Should there be no winner even in such
a case, the winner will be determined based on a final race time.
The results will be declared after the last race; the best competitors in each class will be
awarded by the competition sponsors.
Organization of competition and their races
All participants without any age consideration will be split in individual categories. There will
at most 6 competitiors in each group. The staff will split the groups based on the individuals‘
performances and their respective performances till the time. There will be three races given
for the mentioned groups; these races will be considered a qualification round. Based on the
qualification outcome, the competitors will be divided into a few final groups. In the final
groups they will be competing in 3 rounds/races again. The result of those races will determin
the final standings.
The final group allocation is determined based on the two best placements in individual
qualification groups. In case of a tie, the best qualification time is the factor for final post
determination.
The final standings in the final group is based on the two best performances in the individual
rounds; in case of a tie, the better final time decides.
The journey time of qualification and final is 6 minutes.

Scoring:
1st place - 1 point
2nd
- 2 points
3rd
- 3 points
4
-4
5
-5
etc. ..

Qualifying Age
Junior: under 13
Senior: 13 to 40 years
Old: 41 years old and over
It is not polite to speek about girls‘ and womens‘ age. However, they can join any categories
but they have to pick one.

Class ECO MINI TEAM
Depending on the time schedule, the team competition will take place according to the
following rules:
One team must consist of:
A) the three contestants and three ships, where each participant is allowed to control only one
model boat. In each team there may be only 1 model built by the building rules ECO MINI
EXP!!!! - (+1 2xSTD xEXP or 3xSTD). Propulsion batteries can not be changed and can not
be used in a different model than that in which they were brought to the driveway!!
B) the two contestants and two ships, where each participant is allowed to control only one
model boat. In each team there may be only 1 model built by the building rules ECO MINI
EXP!!!!- (+1 1xSTD xEXP or 2xSTD). Propulsion batteries can not be changed and can not
be used in a different model than in that in which they were brought to driveway!!
Additionally, using the third battery is not allowed.
Individual Teams will be constituted for the entire series. The composition can be changed
provided that at least one member of the original composition will remain in the team. Each
contestant may be a member of one team only. The team will be evaluated as a unit,
regardless of individual contestants results.
The journey time is 6 minutes.

Fees:
1st Category 200 CZK
2nd Category 100 CZK
3rd Team
50 CZK per person

Building rules ECO Mini in a nutshell:
(According to the Naviga existing rules)
Max. Ship length: 430 mm
Minimum weight of the ship: 450g
The body must bear a fixed bracket with the starting label.
The size of the starting label is: 80 mm x 80mm;
The color ot the starting label is white (non transparent), the color of the starting number on
the label is black and the size of the starting number on the label is 60mm.

Authorized sources:
NiMH: maximum of seven battery cells of a size 2/3AF
LiPo: maximum weight of the set is 110gr, connection 2S1P/3S1P or 2S2P/3S2P
A123: maximum of three cells of a size 18,650 or maximum of two cells of a size 26,650
(only manufacturer A123Racing)

Engines:
For class MINI ECO STANDARD
DC engine with ferrite magnets and three-pole armature orig size range 400 (eg, Graupner,
MIG). The engine musn‘t be open, the timing of the engine is allowed. Using steel rings
outside the engine is allowed, but they must be removable. Engines with an open shaft for
coals accessible from the outside are not allowed.
For class MINI ECO EXPERT
Engines without restrictions
Building rules ECO Expert:
(According to the Naviga existing rules)
Minimum weight of the ship: 1000g
The body must bear a fixed bracket with the starting label.
The size of the starting label is: 80 mm x 80mm;
The color ot the starting label is white (non transparent), the color of the starting number on
the label is black and the size of the starting number on the label is 60mm.
Authorized sources:
NiMH: maximum of seven battery cells of a size SubC
LiPo: maximum weight of the set is 280gr, connection 2S1P/3S1P or 2S2P/3S2P
A123: maximum of 6 cells of a size 26650, connection 3S2P (only manufacturer
A123Racing)
Engines without restrictions
How to measure?
Individual races and final races will be measured by an electronic calculating device AMB.
Personal transponders – chips – will be placed into the models. The model without any
transponder can not be admitted to the race. It is not possible to use one transponder for more
contestants or teams in one category. Each ship in the Team must have its own transponder.
How to sign up for individual races?
You can find all the information on our webpage in the section Mini ECO CUP. Propositions,

applications, start lists, results and evaluation can be found there. In order to sign up for the
race, you must fill out and submit the application for each category separately.
If you want to be a member of a team in any category, don’t forget to fill out the name of
team into the box ECO M Team for the particular category.
We are looking forward to seeing you soon.

